
Mirrorless Cameras: Canon EOS R5 Body
 

Canon EOS R5 Body

  

Professional mirrorless redefined Whatever you shoot, however you shoot it, the EOS R5 will let you be creative in ways you simply couldn’t
before. Capture sensational 45 megapixel photos at up to 20 frames per second, or flick a switch for cinematic 12 bit 8K RAW video using the
entire width of the camera’s sensor. Advanced AF is programmed using deep-learning artificial intelligence, while in-body image stabilisation
works in concert with a lens’s own IS to provide up to 8 stops of protection against camera shake. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerCanon 

Description 

 

45 megapixel resolution
Reproduce the most intricate of detail

20 frames per second
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Turn fleeting moments into sensational images

Full Frame internal 8K RAW video
24/25/30p 12-bit RAW video that looks as good as real life

Full Frame 4K/120P video
Shoot 4:2:2 10-bit high frame-rate video to enhance any creative production

Up to 8-stop Image Stabilizer*
Shoot hand held where you couldn’t before.

ISO 100-51,200
Superb image quality even in poor light

Built in Wi-Fi & Bluetooth
Stay connected and send images on location

Ibis-tech-iconlarge
New IBIS HIGH Resolution
Combining 9 shots to create a High resolution 400mp image

 

CFexpress and SD card slots
Maximum speed, maximum compatibility

Stay sharp, stay focused
Dual Pixel CMOS AF II is lightning-fast to focus and boasts 5940 AF selectable positions, covering virtually 100% of the frame. Fast-moving
subjects are kept sharp, even when moving quickly and unpredictably, while Face/Eye detection is superb for shallow-depth-of-field portraits.

Ground-breaking intelligent AF
The camera’s autofocus is programmed using a deep-learning AI – first developed for our ground-breaking EOS-1D X Mark III. This enables the
EOS R5 to recognise and track a subject’s face and eyes with new levels of accuracy and precision, even when viewed from the side. This
tracking ability is also available when photographing dogs, cats and birds, as well as motor vehicles – a first for EOS cameras.

PERFORMANCE

Ultimate speed, ultimate quality. Game-changing performance that will take your creativity to new heights.
Few cameras comes close to the EOS R5. Capture 45 megapixel, full-frame images at a staggering 20fps in complete silence and with full
autofocus tracking. And, for situations that need it, a mechanical shutter is also available, allowing class-leading shooting speeds up to 12fps.
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